
 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CHAOS MANILA FEATURES  

INTERNATIONAL DJ DUO BOOMBOX CARTEL ON JULY 28 

 

July 13, 2017 – City of Dreams Manila’s trendsetting nightclub, Chaos Manila, brings in international 

DJ duo Boombox Cartel to headline the show-stopping EDM event on July 28. The two are set to 

liven up Chaos Manila’s dance floor with energy-filled electro, dubstep, and trap beats that have 

made waves in the Los Angeles dance scene and the rest of the United States. 

 

Boombox Cartel, the LA-based team-up of Americo Garcia and Jorge Medina, is best known for 

their dynamic 2015 hit track “B2U” with Ian Everson. Armed with their sick beats, they continued 

their unique and innovative sound through succeeding releases such as “Spaceless”, “Aftershock” 

with NGTHMRE, and “Jamba” with Jackal, as well as remixes of Skrillex’s “Killa”, Diplo’s “Be Right 

There”, and Cash Cash’s “How To Love”. Since “B2U”, Americo and Jorge have received near 

universal support from heavy-hitters in the industry such as DJ Snake and Martin Garrix.  

 

In 2016, Boombox Cartel’s single “Colors” garnered more than 250,000 plays on its first week in 

music streaming site SoundCloud. The quickly rising duo’s latest EP album called Cartel was 

released this year with five fresh tracks, including infectious songs “Widdit” and “Jefe”. 

 

Americo and Jorge met in Monterrey, Mexico and went to the same school in Minneapolis, 

Minnesota. They both stem from highly diverse musical backgrounds and the result of their 

collaboration showed their undeniable musical chemistry that catapulted them to rise to the top of 

the city’s DJ scene. Eyeing even greater opportunities to share their forward-thinking sound, they 

moved to Los Angeles where their rise as an international powerhouse duo began to take hold. With 

a slew of their popular tracks permeating the American EDM experience, Boombox Cartel is 

currently touring the U.S. and is slated to perform at festivals in Europe and parts of Asia.  

Chaos Manila resident DJs MVRXX, Merms Dabu and MC Ronthug will also perform during this 

spectacular EDM event.   



 

 

 

 

Tickets for Boombox Cartel’s EDM event are available at Chaos Manila and are priced at PhP 1,000 

each inclusive of one drink. For Chaos VIP table reservations, guests can call 0917-8863678 or 

email guestservices@cod-manila.com. 

### 

About Chaos 

 

Manila’s Chaos Nightclub offers an unparalleled nightlife experience. The beautiful and bizarre 

interactions between unexpected design elements inspire audiences to indulge their five senses 

and surrender to their desires. Hammered gold walls lead to grand doors with mysterious cast 

hands reaching out to pull guests in.  Gnarled branches and candlelight welcome guests at the 

hostess stand, combining the elements of earth and fire.   

 

Audiences can jive to the rhythm of pulsating beats by the best mix of local and international DJs in 

the high-energy dance club or enjoy a premium and intimate videoke experience in the gorgeously 

designed KTV Rooms above.  

 

About City of Dreams Manila 

The luxury integrated casino resort City of Dreams Manila marks the formal entry of Melco Resorts 

& Entertainment Limited into the fast-growing and dynamic tourism industry in the Philippines. 

Officially opened in February 2015, City of Dreams Manila is operated by Melco Resorts Leisure 

(PHP) Corporation, a subsidiary of Melco Resorts and Entertainment (Philippines) Corporation.  

 

The dynamic and innovative resort complex, located on an approximately 6.2-hectare site at the 

gateway to Entertainment City, includes the ultimate in entertainment, hotel, retail and dining and 

lifestyle experiences with aggregated gaming space, including VIP and mass-market gaming 

facilities with  around 268 gaming tables, 1,625 slot machines and 158 electronic table games.  

 

The integrated resort features three luxury hotel brands: Crown, Nobu and Hyatt, more than 20 

impressive restaurants and bars ,and distinctive entertainment venues, namely: the family 



 

 

 

 

entertainment center DreamPlay, the world’s first DreamWorks-themed interactive play space; 

CenterPlay, a live performance central lounge inside the casino; KTV at City of Dreams Manila, 

Chaos night club, and the Pangaea ultra-gaming lounge, all three situated at the Fortune Egg, an 

iconic landmark at the Manila Bay area, with its architecturally-unique structure and creative exterior 

lighting design. 

 

City of Dreams Manila delivers an unparalleled entertainment and hospitality experience to the 

Philippines and is playing a key role in strengthening the depth and diversity of Manila’s leisure, 

business and tourism offering, enhancing its growing position as one of Asia’s premier leisure 

destinations. It has been developed to specifically meet the needs of the large, rapidly growing and 

increasingly diverse audience of leisure and entertainment seekers both in the Philippines and 

those visiting Manila from across the Asia region and around the world. 

 

About Melco Resorts and Entertainment (Philippines) Corporation 

 

Integrated casino developer Melco Resorts and Entertainment (Philippines) Corporation is a 

company listed on the Philippine Stock Exchange with trading symbol of “MRP”. It is a subsidiary of 

Melco Resorts & Entertainment Limited (NASDAQ:”MLCO”), the developer, owner and operator of 

casino gaming and entertainment casino resort facilities in Asia.  It developed City of Dreams 

Manila, which is managed and operated by Melco Resorts Leisure (PHP) Corporation. 

 

For more information about Melco Resorts and Entertainment (Philippines) Corporation, please visit: 

www.melco-resorts-philippines.com.  

 

For media enquiry, please contact: 

Charisse Chuidian 

Vice President, Public Relations 

Tel: + 63 2 691 8819  

Email: CharisseChuidian@cod-manila.com 

Romina Gervacio 

Director, Public Relations 

Tel: +63 2 691 8818 

or mobile +63 917 8519878 

Email: RominaGervacio@cod-manila.com 
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